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CRAFTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Problem.-- The writer proposes to list essential skills 
in sentence developnent, paragraph development, grammar and usage, punc-
tuation, and capitalization, suggest levels of achievement for grades 
seven to twelve, and locate them on "A Chart of Certain Skills in Written 
Communication for Grades Seven to Twelve." 
Purpose.-- A detailed schedule for the learning of the skills of 
written communication is important to both pupils and teachers.l It 
should show the pupils' expected growth in the several aspects of written 
communication: the sentence, the paragraph, grammar and usage, punctuation, 
and capitalization. Further, since the development of writing skills is 
dependent upon actual writing practice, the schedule should suggest spe-
cific writing experiences to implement acquiring of skills. 
Source.-- The chart is the result of a survey of ten recent programs 
of study in language arts; Pooley's Teaching English Grammar~ the prin-
cipal authority on the matter of grammar; and the research of the past 
five years in the professional journals. 
~he ideas pertaining to educational philosophy in this chapter are 
not origi~~l with the writer. He has acquired them through considerable 
reading over a number of years . Probably most came from publications of 
the N.C.T.E . The writer deliberately does not refer to any specific pub-
lication except in defining terms. 
2Robert C. Pooley, Teaching English Gra~~ar (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1957). 
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Justification.-- In the hands of all. the language arts teachers such 
a schedule aids systematic grov1th in writing skills. For the pupils it 
serves as a plueprint indicating where they are at any given time, where 
they have been, and where they may expect to go. For the teachers it 
serves as a guide in locating the level of achievement of each pupil · and 
in directing his growth from that level. 
Scope: Limitations.-- Because all pupils in any given grade cannot be 
1
11 
expected to be on the same level of achievement nor to grow at the same 
' rate, t he vertical arrangement of the chart indicates levels of achievement 
11 ranging from I to VI rather than customa~ school grades seven to twelve. 
' I 
Level I indicates the approximate achievement which may be expected of. the 
median seventh-grade pupil. Levels II to VI indicate approximations of 
grades eight to twelve respectively. However, in some grades there may be 
lit tle or no correlation: a tenth-grade pupil may actually be on Level I 
structure, paragraph structure, grammar and usage, punctuation, and capi-
talization for each level. In addition, it suggests v~iting experiences 
to aid in the attainment of these goals. 
Ideally a complete program in written communication should be or-
ganized vertically from kindergarten through grade twelve or grade fourteen J 
It should include both expository and creative writing. It should include 
horizontally concepts, attitudes, tastes, and appreciations, as well as 
skills; in addition to those included here it should include spelling and 
vocabulary development and possibly penmanship. To be more functional it 
should include materials; suggest methods of teaching and of evaluation; 
2 
I 
means of i ntegration of writing with the other strands of the language 
arts program; and possible correlation with other areas of the curriculum. 
Such a chart would properly result from the cooperative efforts of a large 
committ ee. The chart, the work of a single person, is only a segment of 
the total program. It includes only the six aspects previously named and 
is concerned only with the junior and senior high school years. 
Definition of Terms 
Appreciation: "awareness or perception, especially of aesthetic value, 11 3 
of a proposed goal 
Attitude: a "feeling or mood 114 in relation to a proposed goal 
Concepts: "insights and meanings, or capacities for behavior, which can 
be acquired only through experience"5 
Goal: "a recognizable advance to be made by the pupil in some concept or 
skill"6 
I Grammar: "the structure of English, the way English works when it is used 
for the communication of ideas;"7 "descriptions of the word forms and 
word order which express the relationship among words. 11 8 
Level of achievement: height in a scale of skills, understandings, appre-
ciations, and attitudes at which a pupil performs effectively 
Skills: competencies in the use of techniques9 
3Webster' s New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, Mass. : G. and C. 
Merriam Company, 1949). 
I 4Ibid. 
!
11 
5Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching With Em-
phasis on the Unit Method (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 194o), p. 142. 1 
6Ibid., p. 139. 
7Robert C. Pooley, Teaching English Grammar (New York: Appleton-Century 
Crofts, Inc., 1957), p. 5. 
8National Council of the Teachers of English, The English Language Arts 
in the Secondary School (New York: Appleton-Century Crofts, 1956), p.356. 
9webs_t ar 
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Understanding: comprehension of an idea which results in "certain capaci-
ties for and tendencies toward behavior which the pupil did not have pre-
viouslyulO 
Usage: 11 t he term employed to fover the full range of choice and dis crimina..; 
tion in the use of language 111 
Written communication: the aat of conveying an idea in writing from one 
person to anotherlZ 
10Billett, op. cit., p. 464 . 
11Robert C. Pooley, Teaching English Grammar, op. cit ., p . 106. 
12webster 1 s New Collegiate Dictionary. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH I 
Why must there be order in a program of skills in written communica- il 
tion? Many, or even all, of the pupils in the class will not be yearning 
for instruction in writing. Therefore, the program must be so organized 
that the pupils will have greater incentive to work. Motivation is easier 
when pupils can see "logical growth through the six years,ul3 when each 
lesson "represents an advance in some concept or skill distinctly recog-
nizable.ul4 They need to see the real "correlation of mechanics, sentence 1 
manipulation, and actual theme work.nl.5 
An orderly, detailed program in writing serves another purpose: 
namely, to "slow down instruction to the point where students may grasp, 
understand, and apply usefully the elements they are learning.nl6 This 
is particularly important in the matter of grammar because grammar must be 
learned cumulatively.l7 
An additional word on the importance of programming: "To leave the 
selection of items to be taught entirely to the class or the teacher is to 
13Lucia B. Mirrielees, Teaching Composition and Literature in Junior 
II and Senior High School (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1949), p. 73. 
14Billett, op. cit., p. 36o. 
l5Mirrielees, loc. cit. 
16Pooley, o~. cit., p. 133. 
l7Ibid. 
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risk repetition and gaps which characterize a haphazard program.ul8 
vfuy is charting of skills useful? Charting serves two purposes: 
(1) It •d II t t• 1 • f •t• k"ll l1l9 prov~ es a sys ema ~c ana ys~s o ••• wr~ ~ng ••• s ~ s. 
pupil is enabled to'see that nothing is learned in isolation; learning 
takes place in relation to a meaningful whole.u20 It reminds teachers 
The 
"of the ldde range of abilities and of achievement likely to exist among 
the members of a single class. u21 "Secondary-school teachers are becoming I 
more alert to the fact that all members of a group cannot be expected to 
be equally capable of attaining a similar mastery of subject matter .•• tt22 
Although "research has not yet shown the steps by which we move from the 
one-word ••• sentence of the infant to the complex sentence patterns of the 
adult, u23 a chart showing approximate placement of skills will help the 
teacher to see with the sweep of his eye where each of his pupils stands 
and where he must guide him. The public schools of Chicago2~ and Minne-
apolis25 report success from the use of charting. 
18Board of Education of the City of New York, English-Speech Language I 
Arts for Senior High Schools, Curriculum Bulletin No. 12, 1956, p. 5. 
II 
I 
19National Council of Teachers of English, The English Language Arts 
in the Secondary School (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1956), 
p • .51. 
20 J. E. Reed, "Unified English Program for Denver, 11 Clearing House, 
XXVIII (September, 19.53), 10-12. 
21National Council of Teachers of English, op. cit., p. 52. 
22National Council of Teachers of English, The English Language Arts 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 19.52), p. 183. 
23olive S. Niles and Margaret J. Early, "Adjusting to Individual Dif-
ferences in English," Journal of Education, CXXXVIII (December, 195.5), 3.5. 
24chicago, Teaching Guide for the Language Arts, ~~.55~ . p. 11. 
2~inneapolis, Communication, A Guide to the Teaching of Speaking and 
Writing, 1953, p. 6. 
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Why organize according to levels of achievement rather than school 
grades? As the National Council of Teachers of English point out in their 
basi c voltune, an attempt to assign specific writing skills to specifi c 
grades is unrealistic because of the wide variations in individual levels 
of achievement.26 A recent New York City curriculum guide further sub-
stantiates this: 
Because of differences in background, native ability, and train- ~ 
ing ••• uniformity of achievement among classes : or pupils of the same I 
grade level is not to be expected ••• The teacher must be aware of the 
stage at which most of the pupils are, regardless of the grade level 1 
usually associated with a particular chronological age g!:oup. Pupils I 
must be taken from where they are to where they can go.Z.l 
Why is the teaching of gran~r and usage necessary? Opinion on the 
subject of grammar varies. Some teachers agree with Philip S. Blumberg 
that "grammar is given a disproportionate amount of our time" and that it 
is taught with no particular purpose in view.28 Others agree with R. L. 
Goard that 11 grammar is good for ••• our students 11 because it makes them more 
"relaxed 11 and "tolerant" in the use of language.29 Pooley says that people 
need gramfrl.ar "for the purpose of understanding how elements of structure 
combine to produce better sentences ••• 11 c;md " ••• create clear, meaningful, 
prose.n30 Grammar, he says, has no other useful purpose, and it is this 
purpose the teacher should keep always in mind. 
26National Council of Teachers of English, loc. cit. 
27Board of Education, City of New York, English language Arts: Grades 
7-8-9, Curriculum Bulletin No. 11, 1957, p. 18. 
28philip s. Blumberg, 11Too Much Time for Grammar, 11 The English 
Journal, XLVI (May, 1957), 295. 
29a. L. Goard, "What Good Is Grammar?" The English Journal, -XLV (May, 
1956), 279. 
30Pooley, op. cit., p. 273. 
I 
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A report of the Third Yale Conference on the Teaching of English 
asserts that principles should be taught for two reasons. 
First, convenience - i.e., pupils must be critical, and to be I 
critical, they must understand principles. Second, accuracy - without 
an understanding of principles pupils will not have the ability to 
correct their errors.31 
Binney, in defense of grammar, said, "There is more to grammar than 
usage - the skillful use of clauses and phrases, and the placement of 
modifiers cannot be taught without grammar." But, he said, teachers must 
present the "type of grammar which is valuable and functional rather than 
prescriptive. The amount of grammar needed is not considerable and it is 
easily taught, but it should be taught.n32 
A word of caution comes from Dora V. Smith. In a report on a survey 
of several college entrance examination boards she says, "More writing is 
their plea and less classifying of .forms -more expressing o.f ideas." They 
inveigh against "cram courses" which degenerate into "a last gasp stagger 
through English grammar ••• ironically at the expense of frequent practice 
in writing." They urge "teaching our youth to think and to express their 
thoughts understandably.n33 
On the matter of how much grammar to teach, Pooley says . that "a 
limited number o.f concepts" should be introduced each year and that these 
31Yale University Graduate School Master o.f Arts in Teaching Program, 
Reports and _Speeches o.f the Third Yale Conference on the Teaching of 
English, March 23-24, 1957, p. 11. 
32J. Binney, "A Short Report Concerning Grammar," Education, LXXVI 
(November, 1955), 476. 
33Dora V. Smith, 11English Language Arts," The Three R1 s Plus, R. H. 
Beck, ed., p. 121. 
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should be taught in a slow, clear manner to develop understanding and 
~4 
use ••• "..... Moreover, according to Pooley, the teaching of gra.mw.ar should 
not begin until grade seven. Grammatical concepts, he believes, are 
"mature concepts" calling for powers of generaliz.ation which "very few 
children of eleven or twelve years of age have ••• to any high degree." He 
further points out that "the scheme of early grammar teaching simply has 
not worked out.n3.5 
~~y should there be integration of the various aspects of written 
communication? "The tools of writing-spelling, grammar, usage, punctuation, 
sentence structure, penmanship - should be taught not as ends in themselves 1 
but as means to effective communication.n36 Unless there is careful in-
tegration, unless grammar, usage, spelling, capitalization, and punctuation 
are seen by the pupils as functional aids to communicating ideas rather 
than as bodies of rules to be memorized, there is not likely to be much 
real learning. This point of view is reaffirmed by Joseph Keller37 and 
Lorraine A. Mosely38 writing in The English Journal, by M. s. Cox in 
Clearing House,39 and by the National Council of Teachers of English.40 
34Fooley, op. cit., p. 14.5. 
3.5Ibid., p. 148. 
36Board of Education of the City of New York, English-Speech Language 
Arts for Senior High Schools, Curriculum Bulletin No. 12, 19.56, p. 29. 
37Joseph Keller, "On Teaching the Grammar of English," The English 
Journal, XLV (April, 19.56), 206-7. 
38Lorraine A. Hosely, "Integrated Grammar and Composition," The Eng-
lish Journal, XLV (May, 19.56), 274-7.5. 
3~1 . S. Cox, "Grammar - 1-lhy? How? vlhen7" Clearing House, XXX (October, 
19.5.5), 98-100. 
40National English, The English Language Art s 
in the_Se 
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The research cited in this chapter represents a scant sampling of the 
ideas expressed in the matter of teaching written cormnunication. Reference 
could be made to LaBrant,41 Cook,42 Roberts, 43 Whitehall, 44 and many I 
others. The writer feels that for the purpose of this project the sources 
quoted provide sufficient authentication. 
41Lou LaBrant, We Teach English (New York: Harcourt Brace and Co., 
1952). 
42Luella Cook, 11F'tmdamentals in the Teaching of Composition," ~ 
English Journal, XXX (¥my, 1941), 360-70. 
43Paul Robert~ Understanding Grammar (New York: Harper and Bros., 
1954). 
~arold Whitehall, Structural Essentials of English (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1956). 
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CHAFTE..Ft III 
DESCRIPTION OF ~hART 
11A Chart of Certain Skills in Written Communication fur Grades Seven 
to Twelve" was designed to meet two needs: (1) the teachers' need for a 
guide to the skills of written communication and (2) the pupils' need for 
a blueprint to see where they are going, where they have been, and where 
they are at any given time within the total program. 
To a greater degree than is the usual book-type curriculum guide, 
this chart is designed to be used. It may be posted in the classroom, in 
the department chairman's office, or in the department meeting room, there 
to be consulted frequently and easily. 
The chart is a "blueprint 11 shovTing the interrelationships, horizontal 
and vertical, of certain aspects of the program. In this respect, too, II 
the chart is superior to the book-type format with the various aspects and 
levels isolated on separate pages. 
The chart is organized in six vertical columns. Column 1, "The 
Sentence, 11 is a suggested scheme of progression in the development of 
skills in using the English sentence. It begins at Level I with the con-
cepts of the simple sentence and progresses upward through various types 
of sentences to the more difficult patterned and periodic sentences and the 
rhetorical question at Levels V and VI. 
Column 2, 11The Paragraph, 11 is a suggested scheme of progression in 
1 the development of ability to write various types of paragraphs. The 
-11-
organization here is not necessarily from simple to more difficult, al-
though, in general, the simpler types are placed on the earlier levels and 
the more difficult on the later levels. Furthermore, the chart does not 
imply that no pupil on Level I should attempt to write a paragraph devel-
oped by making comparisons; rather, it indicates that it is not on this 
level that this type of paragraph will receive principal attention. 
Column 3, "Grammar," is a suggested scheme of progression in the de-
velopment of grammatical concepts. Here the goals listed do progress from 
simple to more difficult, and the chart allots only a few goals to each 
level on the assumption that pupils should learn grammatical concepts 
thoroughly, a few at a time. Moreqver, the chart presupposes that pupils 
will not learn grammar as grammar but as an aid to accuracy and clarity 
in expressing their own ideas. Grammar has no other purpose. 
I 
There are two final points to be made in regard to the grammar column: 
(1) The first goal on each level is "To maintain skills previously ac- I 
quired: 11 grammatical concepts are cumulative: it is impossible to acquire 
these concepts unless all previous ones are learned; therefore the chart 
assumes repeated review and strengthening of concepts previous~ acquired. 
(2) T.he chart presupposes that, in general, little will be done with gram-
matical concepts in the elementary grades. An occasional fifth- or sixth-
grade pupil may be ready to attempt some of the goals listed. But for the 
most part the elementary pupil is not intellectually ready for grammatical 
concepts; what is more, there is ample time for these in the high-school 
years. The elementary pupil may better spend his time experimenting with 
ways to express his ideas clearly and accurate~ without concerning himself 
with concepts and terminology. 
12 
Column 4, "Punctuation," and Column 5, "Capitalization," show the 
placement of various goals in learning the essentials of punctuation and 
capitalization. Pupils will already have many of these skills when they 
come to high school and they will acquire others as they move to more ad-
vanced writing skills. Pupils should regard these, like grammar, as aids 
to accuracy and clarity rather than as a bcdy of rules to memorize. Since I 
most errors and omissions in punctuation are made, not because of ignorance 
but because of carelessness and attitudes of responsibility for proof-
reading ones own work, repeated practice will strengthen habits of correct 
usage. The chart assumes that all of the essentials of capitalization will 
be mastered by those who reach the end of Level III. 
Column 6, "Essential Writing Experiences," suggests writing activities ! 
to (1) prepare pupils for everyday situations, and to (2) implement the 
attainment of goals listed in Columns 1 to 5. The placement of a particu-
lar writing experience on the chart does in no way mean that it is manda-
tory: it is simply suggested. 
The chart is organized according to levels of achievement rather than 
the usual chronological grades. The normal range of individual differences 
means that there are few, if any, grades in which all pupils will have I 
achieved the same level of learning. In a well organized class the t eacherj 
I :::: ::::·t::ro~lv::::u:nt::::n:i:e::::::tt::v::~1c::.::::n::::1w:::in 
I, a given class pupils may be working on two or more different levels. It 
is not in the best interests of a democracy that a better-than-average 
pupil be held down to the level of the "average." 
Another presupposition of the chart is that pupils will acquire 
lJ 
grammatical and other writing concepts inductively rather than deductively. 
That is, the pupil will derive his own definitions and 11 rules 11 from his 
own observations and his own use of many instances ot language, rather than 
by memorizing definitions and rules and attempting to fit the language to 
them. Learning by the inductive method is not fast, but the concepts and 
skills acquired are likely to be more thoroughly understood and to be re-
membered longer. 
The content of the chart is not the work of one person. The writer 
consulted many sources: professional periodicals, curriculum guides, and 
textbooks on both language arts and methodology. It is a composite of what 
he believes is the best of many sources. 
In prepa.ring the grammar column, the writer consulted the curriculum 
II guides of Philadelphia,45 Chicago~6 Minneapolis,47 Oakland, 48 Denver, 49 
Utah,.50 and New York City,5l and found only slight variations in grade 
45The Use and Appreciation of English, Curriculum Office, Philadelphia 
Public Schools, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1950. 
46Teaching Guide for the Language Arts, Chicago Public Schools, 
Chicago, Illinois, 1955. 
47communication, A Guide to the Teaching of Speaking and Writing, 
Minneapolis Public Schools, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1953. 
48A Chart of Skills in Written Exoression, K-14, Oakland Public 
Schools, Oakland, California, 1956. 
49A Guide for Teaching the Language Arts, K-12, Denver Public Schools, 
Denver, Colorado, 1953. 
50ranguage Arts for the Elementary Schools of Utah, Department of 
Public Instruction, Salt Lake City, Utah, 1954. 
51English Language Arts, Grades 7, 8, and 2, Curriculum Bulletin No. 
11, 1957, and English-Speech Language Arts for Senior High Schools, Curric-
ulum Bulletin No. 12, 1956, Board of Education of the City of New York. 
- ~-=-"'tF=-====---o~=-~---=== 
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placement of skills from the plan set up by Robert C. Pooley.52 Therefore, 
what appears in the grammar column is essentially Pooley's plan with minor 
changes and additions by the writer. 
The essential writing experiences in Column 6 came mainly from the 
curriculum guides of the cities of Philadelphia, Chicago, Minneapolis, and 
Denver, cited above. 
The understanding in the punctuation column is a quotation from the 
Utah curriculum guide.53 
The skills listed in the sentence, the paragraph, and the capitaliza-
tion columns are gleanings from all of the curriculum guides mentioned 
previously with direct quotations from none. 
52Robert C. Pooley, Teaching English Grammar (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc!, 1957), pp. l34-37, 149-60. 
53salt Lake City, Utah, op. cit., p. 227. 
15 
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I 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY I 
l. Expand the present chart to include usage, spelling and vocabulary I 
development .and possibly penmanship; tastes, attitudes, and appreciations; 
means of integration with the other strands of the language arts program 
and with the total school curriculum. 
2. Devise a series of tests to determine the achievement level of 
each pupil. 
3. Construct a similar chart for each of the other strands of the 
language arts program: reading, speaking, listening. 
II 
I 
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A CUART Or C[ 
LEVEL 
Usage, spelling and vocabulary developnent, tastes, 
attitudes, and appreciations to be added 
THE S£NT£NC1: 
I 
GOAlS: 
Understandings: The sentence is the basic unit !or commun-
icating an idea !rom one person to another. 
Spntence fragments and run-on sentences delay effective 
communication. 
The basic essential in writing is clarity. 
Grammatical concepts are aids to accurate and clear ex-
pression. . 
Written material is mad more.· pleasing by constructing sen-
, tences in a variety o! weys. ·• 
Vulgarisms, slang, and colloquialisms are not usually 
effective in written coJI'IIlunication because o! possible 
rnisinterpreta tion. · 
Skills:. Using and ~ecognizing the simple sentence as the 
basic unit !or communicating an idea 
Recognizing and correcting sentence fragments and run-on 
sentences 
Constructing sentences having greater clarity, variety, 
smoothn ss or co pactness by: 
Choosing apt adjective modifiers and placing them so that 
ambiguous meaning is avoided. (Although there is no 
problem ·in the placement of single-word adjectives, there 
is the problem of choice.) 
He is the most studious boy in class 
riot 
He is the best boy in class. 
Altering kind o! sentence according to purpose: 
Interrogative: Have the mighty !allen7 
~clarative: The mighty have !allen. 
Changing position o! subject:, 
· Straight·~arx:J true sped the ba~i. ~ . 
. . 
.· 
. . 
Recognizing and avoiding vulgariSms "in writing: 
He always complains about the school lunches 
not 
He always gripes about the school lunches. 
Tastes, Attitudes, Appreciation 
' I I • 
TAIN SKILL._ 
THE PARAGRAPH 
• 
GOAlS: 
Understandings: Paragraphs are used to indicate (1) a divi-
sion of thought and (2) a change of speaker in direct 
conversation. i 
A paragraph usually consists of a main thought with sup-
porting facts or details. 
The main thought of a paragraph is usually expressed in a 
topic sentence found either at the beginning or the end of 
the paragraph. " ·- " · .. ~~ ··· 
Good written communication depends upon form as well as 
substance, and courtesy to the reader depends on attention 
to revision, proofreading, spelling and punc~uation, neat-
ness, and following prescribed manuscript form. 
SkUls: Writing a paragraph developed by arr~nging details 
in an orderly time sequence 
Stating precisely in a· topic sentence the controlling idea 
of the paragraph 
Supporting the main idea with several (four to six) facts 
or details 
\ . 
Making the sentences of a paragraph .flow SJne?Ot~ly by using 
"signposts• such as first, second, ~. thus, finally 
Using the paragraph to indicate: 
A division of thought 
A change of speaker in direct conversation 
Tastes, Attitudes, and Awrecia tion 
GRAMJV\AR 
, GOAlS: 
Understanding: Grammatical concepts are used only as aids 
to accurate and clear expression of ideas. 
Skill§: Recognizing and using the structural parts of the 
simple sentence 
New vocabular,y essential in handling grammatical elements 
at this level: 
Subject 
Verb 
Noun 
Pronoun 
Adjective 
Predicate noun 
Predicate pronoun 
Predicate adjective 
Direct object 
Sentence 
Simple sentence 
Declarative sentence 
Interrogative sentence 
1 Tastes. Attitudes. and Appreciation 
TEN · COMMUNICATI N 
AD£S S£V£N TO T 
P-UNCTUATION 
GOALS: 
Understandings: Writers use punctuation as a courtesy to 
readers. 
It facilitates thought-gett~g and helps interpret the 
writer's meaning. 
It serves the same purpose in reading that the pause and 
voice inflection serve in speaking. 
It informs aoo warns the reader of stops, turns, detours, 
or connections in the thought. 
Skills: Using a period after a declarative or impe~ative 
sentence 
Using a question mark after an interrogative sentence 
Using a period after abbreviations, including initials 
Using a comma 
Between city and state 
Between day of month and year 
Between words in series 
After the salutation in a social letter 
After the complimentar.y close in a letter 
After yes, no, or other introductor.y words 
Before or after direct quotations 
Before or after word of direct address 
\ . 
Using a colon after salutation in a business ' letter 
Using an apostrophe 
In contractions 
In o'clock 
In possessive forms of nouns 
Tastes. Attitudes. and Appreciation 
' .. ...... 
- l 
CAPITALIZATION 
!GOAlS: 
Understanding: Writers use capital letters as a courtesy to 
readers: capital letters call particular attention to par-
ticular words. 
Skills: Capitalizing the following: 
Names of persons 
Names of streets 
Names of cities and states 
Names of months and days 
Important words in the titles of books, stories, poems 
Tastes. Attitudes. and Appreciation 
~ 
.. 
'I I ·· ' 
ELV~ 
ISS£NTIAL \JIDTING IXP~Rl[NC£S 
I. Practical writing 
Format: spacing, top and bottom 
margins, right and left 
indentation, for divisions and paragraphs 
folding 
endorsing 
neatness 
handwriting, clarity and legibility 
Keeping a notebook 
Entering data on standard forms 
Writing a social letter (or a general nature, or invi-
tation, acceptance, or regret, of thanks) 
Writing a business letter 
Making a request 
Placing an order 
Expressing a correction or complaint 
Writing business letters from dictation (for drill in 
proper format and paragraph organization) 
Writing telegrams 
Expressing essential facts concisely and clearly in 
15, 25, and 50 words 
Recording minutes of a meeting 
II. Creative writing 
Writing about a personal experience 
Writing something that is worth relating because it 
is interesting, exciting, or amusing 
Flanning and organizing a simple paragraph 
Writing simple stage plays 
Writing simple lyrics and limericks 
LEV£L II 
I GOAI.S: 
Understandings: Communication is more effective if closely 
related ideas are combined in single, compact sentences. 
Ideas are communicated more vividly and accurately by using 
appropriate modifiers and placing them in the most effec-
tive positions. 
See also Level I. 
Skills: Maintaining skills previously acquired 
Constructing sentence!! .having :·.~rea ter clarity. variety. 
smoothness, or compactne~s ·b,y: 
Using a compound subject: 
John and his b~other painted the house. 
Using a compound verb: 
Immediately John opened the door and dashed out. 
Using a compound complement: 
He is the owner and manager of the team. 
Putting ideas in a series: 
In this course you study the care and training of chil-
dren, interior decorating, and the preparation of food. 
Combining related ideas in a compound sentence: 
He bought the store, but he did nothing with it. 
. •' , . 
Choosing appropriate modifers and placing them so that 
ambiguous meaning is avoided: 
Not: He only ~orks three days a week 
when 
He works only three days a week 
is intended. 
Not: His sincerity has made, in my opinion, Albert 
Einstein a great man 
but 
In. '!f!Y opinion Albe'rt Einst~in• s s~n~ez:ttr. .~s ,made 
him a great man. .. • · 
,. 
Altering kind of sentence ac~ording to purpose: 
Imperative: See how the might have fallen. 
Exclamatory: How the mighty have fallen! 
Putting phrases first: 
In three minutes the firemen had put out the fire. 
----~T stes. Attit~~_a~~~~Ud~D---------------------~ 
GOAlS: 
Understandings: See Level I. 
Skills: Maintaining skills Pfeviously acquired 
Writing a paragraph developed by giving specific examples 
GOALS: 
I Understandings: Greater clarity, smoothness, and compact-
ness may be achieved b,y condensing a nuMber of sentences 
into one by using various compound elements. 
Communication may be made more vivid by skillful use of 
modifiers. 
See also Level I. 
Choosing examples that will make the main idea of the para- 1 
graph more graphic and real , t Skills: Recognizing and using the compound subject, verb 
··" - .. ~·, \· and complements of the simple sentence 
Arranging the examples in the order of their concre-teness 
{for ore advanced pupils) 
Making the sentences of a paragraph flow smoothly by using 
"signposts" such as furthermore, in addition, ·moreover, 
besides, in like manner, ~. again 
Tastes. Attitydes, and Appreciation 
I 
......... 
Using the modifiers of the simple sentence 
Combining closely related ideas in a compound sentence 
New vocabular,y essential in handling grammatical elements 
at this level: 
Conjunction 
Compound subject 
Compound verb 
Complement 
Compound complement 
Modifier 
Adverb 
Indirect object 
Phrase 
Prepositional phrase 
~ Compound sentence 
Exclamatory sentence 
Imperative sentence 
Optional for advanced pupils 
Pres~nt participle 
Participial phrase 
"'" •· ~ • ' I '• 
Tastes, Attitudes, and Appreciation 
Understandings: See Level I. 
, Skills : Maintaining skills previously acquired 
I 
. Using the comma to set off introductory words or phrases 
not closely related to the rest of the sentence 
• Using an exclamation point after exclamatory se~tence 
' .. .... '' . ~. ' Using a comma between the clauses of a compound sentence 
(with conjunction) 
Tastes. Attitudes. and Appreciation 
- . 
' 
GOALS: 
Understanding: See Level I. 
Skills: Maintaining skills previously acquired 
I Capitalizing the following: 
Titles when part of a name, as Senator Foster, Doctor 
Johnson (but James D. Foster is a senator.) 
First wor~ in each line or poetry (usually) 
0, when used as a word 
Historic events 
Points of compass, when used to designate sections of 
country or world 
\'lords denoting family relationships when used before name 
of relative or when used alone in place of relative's 
name 
Dear Sir and Gentlemen in salutation of a letter 
First word in complimentary close of a letter 
First word in a -direct quotation 
Tastes. Attitudes. and Appreciation 
• t I" ' 
.. 
- . 
I. Practical writing 
Filling in forms and blanks 
Keeping notebooks and assignment books 
Writing a social letter (See Level I) 
Writing a business letter 
Obtaining information 
Applying for a position 
Requesting a character reference for a job 
Recording minutes of a meeting 
Making simple explanations 
Achieving clarity in explanations ooncerned with how. 
what, w~; or with actions, choices, reasons, causes, 
simple processes -
writing from an outline 
Writing newspaper stories 
Noting differences in organization 
Writing brief, provocative headlines 
Creative writing 
Writing brief descriptions 
Giving verbal expression to sensory impressions 
Writing group, class, and individual stories and radio 
plays 
Using dialogue to heighten vividness 
Writing effective beginnings and endings 
Writing odes, narrative poems, and verse for choral 
reading 
L£V£L III 
GOALS: 
Understandings: Economy is as essential in the connnunication 
of ideas as it is in other aspects of life. 
Careless use of conjunctions, pronouns, and modifiers may 
; repult in ambiguities and even absurdities. 
1 Non-parallel structures may slow down effective communica-
tion. 
See also Levels I and II. 
: Skills: Maintaining s~ills P:r:e,viously acquired 
..... _' ~ .-
Constructing sentences having greater clarity, variety, 
smoothness, or compactness by: 
Combining relateq thoughts in a complex sentence: 
Because the fog has lifted, the flight will depart on 
schedule • 
. Using connectives discriminatingly: 
An£ for additive relat~onship: 
Be sure to give your name and address. 
Because, when, while, etc., for more exact meaning; 
Because there was a draft, I closed the door. 
Choosing appropriate clause modifiers and placing them so 
that ambiguous meanin~ is avoided: 
As Grace turned ·the corner, she could hear voices D2i 
As Grace turned: the corner, voices could be heard. 
Maintaining logical consistency of person (first, second, 
or third) 
Avoiding the ambiguous reference of pronouns: 
Hick's father had lost his hat. 
Avoiding the frequent vague use of the pronoun You: 
This is a book you just cannot put down. 
Using parallel structure: . 
. He "is a .. strange man, outwardly ca]Jn, inwardl,-~·s'ad· ll9,i 
He is _a strange man, outward~ calm~ inside sad. 
Pruning sentences of unnecessary words: 
Sadly, for in a sad manner 
Leader, for man in charge 
Tastes, Attitudes. and Appreciation 
Understandings: Effective writing results from clear, 
creative, critical thinking as well as from constructive 
disc~ssion and effective reading. 
Paragraphs may be improved ~ recognizing their several 
functions: (1) to make a point, (2) to give detailed illus-
tration7 (3) to differentiate speakers in direct conversa-
tion, and (4) to build a bridge between parts of a 
composition; by sticking to the point; by presel'\ting de-
tails and ideas in orderly sequence. · · ·-~ ":~~-
Details and ideas, it not thoughtfully chosen, will · not 
materia~support the topic sentence. 
See also Level I. 
Skills: Maintaining skills previously acquired 
Writing a paragraph developed by giving specific details 
Selecting details that 'will most effectively amplify the 
main idea 
Making the sentences of a paragraph now smoothly by using 
"signposts" such as be:YPnd, ~. around, formerly, hither-
to, in particular, foremost ' -
. ' Using "clincher" sentences in some paragraphs to conclude 
or to give a sense of finality 
Tastes. Attitudes, and Appreciation 
- . ,. 
GOALS: 
Understandings: Grammatical concepts are used only as aids 
to accuracy and clarity of expression of ideas. 
Proper use of adverbial clauses helps to make communication 
more accurate and graphic. 
More effective communication of ideas may be achieved by 
subordinating less important ideas in complex sentences. 
See also Levels I and II. 
Skills: Maintaining skills previously acquired 
Modifying a simple sentence by using an adverbial clause 
Subordinating a predication by forming an adverbial clause 
Recognizing and using a complex sentence 
1 New vocabular,y essential in handling grammatical elements 
at this level: 
Clause 
Adverbial clause 
Subordination of one structure to another 
Adverb as a subordinating conjunction 
Complex sentence 
Tastes. Attitudes. and Appreciatiqn 
.· 
'I I ·· 
GOAlS 
Understanding: See Level I. 
Skills: Maintaining skills previously acquired 
Using a comma 
After introductory adverbial clauses 
Between direct quotation and the rest of the sentence 
... ·~ •' \ . 
Using quotation marks ·'"' 
To set off direct quotations 
To indicate titles of divisions of books or magazines 
Using underscoring for titles of books, movies, magazines, 
and plays 
Tastes. Attitude& and Appreciation 
\ . 
OOAI.S: 
Understanding: See Level I. 
Skills: Maintaining skills previously acquired 
Capitalizing the following: 
Important buildings 
Important documents 
Races of ~nkind 
Political parties 
Religions and all references to God . 
Languages and adjectives derived from names of nat1ons 
Languages as school subjects (all other school subjects 
without capitals) 
Tastes, Attitudes , and Appreciation 
.· 
•' I· ' 
Practical writing 
Writing a social letter 
Expressing a message accurately and clearly 
Using a variety of sentences 
Adhering to the amenities of social correspondence 
Writing a business letter 
Answering advertisements such as lost and found 
free materials 
Seeking an interview to obtain information 
Writing reports 
Gathering material from outside sources 
Assembling the material in good order 
Giving credit where it is due 
and 
Writing a book report 
suw~rizing a book concisely 
Giving concrete reasons for all opinions stated 
Gaining understanding and appreciation of books read 
Creative writing 
Writing a description of a person 
Giving a likeness of a real person 
Presenting it through a vivid word picture 
Creating a story situation in which to place the penon 
Writing about a personal experience 
Increasing ability to emphasize important and to 
subordinate details 
Writing an expression of personal opinion 
Writing according to an orderly plan 
Developing habit of giving reasons for opinions in-
stead of making mere generalizations 
Improving sentence structure and wording 
Writing an autobiography 
Telling briefly interesting personal facts in a 
logical time sequence 
Writing verse and prose parodies 
LE:VEL 
I 
lV I 
GOALS: 
Understandings: See Levels I, II, and III. 
Skills: Maintaining skills previously acquired 
Constructing sentences having greater clarity, variety, 
smoothness, or compactness by: 
Using appropriate COnjunctions to express different 
shades of thought: _ ·• 
Time: when, while, after, as,since 
Place: where 
Cause: because, as,since 
Condition: although, .if, though 
Varying sentence length, sentence order, and sentence 
type 
Subordinating less important ideas in participial phrases 
and appositional phrases: 
Thinking he was alone, .John was disturbed by the sounds 
coming from the back room. 
He emigrated to Am~rica from Estonia, a country now 
controlled by 1;-he Russians. 
' 
Tastes, Attitudes,·and Appreciation 
- . 
' 
GOALS: 
Understandi~: See Levels I and III. 
Skills: Maintaining skills previously acquired 
I 
Writing paragraphs developed b,y making comparisons and by 
showing contrasts 
Supporting the main idea by selecting pairs of ideas .•. ,, : . 
similar ones for comparison, opposite ones for cOhtrast:, 
Increasing the effectiveness of the paragraph by arranging 
the ideas logically or dramatically · 
Making the sentences of a paragrafh flow smoothly by using 
transition words such as yet, still, on the contrary, 2n 
the other hand, however, in spite of this, but, nevertbe-
~. despite this, nonethe1ess 
Tastes. Attitudes. and Appreciation 
\ . 
.. ..... 
GOALS: 
Understandings: Adjective clauses make communication more 
vivid by modif.ying various noun elements. 
Adjective clauses, noun clauses, and participial and ap-
positional phrases make communication more accurate b,y 
subordinating less important ideas. 
These four structures provide a pleasing variety in 
sentence patterns. 
See also Leyels I, II, and III. 
Skills: Maintaining skills previously acquired 
Modifying a simple sentence by using an adjective clause 
Subordinating a predication by forming an adjective clause 
Using a noun clause as a subject or object of an element in 
a main clause 
Subordinating a predication by forming a noun clause 
Subordinating ideas by using participial phrases and 
appositional phrases 
New vocabulary essential in handling grammatical elements 
at this level: 
Adjective clause 
Modification of a noun by a clause 
Relative pronoun 
Antecedent 
Restrictive clause 
Non-restrictive clause 
Noun clause 
Clause as subject and as object of a verb 
Clause as predicate complement 
Clause as object of preposition 
Present participle 
Pa$t·~tidiple 
Perfect participial 
Participial phrase 
Appositive 
Apposition 
Appositional phrase 
Modification by apposition 
Tastes, Attitudes, and Appreciation 
GOALS: 
Understanding: See level I. 
Skills: Maintaining skills ljreViousl.y acquired 
Using a comma 
After the name of a state or a date when used in a sen-
tence: 
My aunt was living in Portland, Oregon, on JWl.a){ Jl; ··.···· 
1957, when a terrible flood occurred. ·• 
To set off parenthetical expressions: 
John, if I am not mistaken, owns the princiral stock in 
that comt:aJV. 
To set off non-restrictive clauses: 
Mr. Smith, whom you all know, will be our ·.guest 
speaker. 
To set off appositives: 
Salenas, a city in Kansas, was badly damaged b,y ·the 
tornado. 
Using a colon after introductory clauses and phrases fol-
' lowed by an enumeration 
Tastes, Attitudes, and Appreciation \. 
,. 
! ., I'· 
I. Practical writing 
Writing a social letter 
Expressing thanks for hospitality received 
Writing a business letter 
Ordering one i tern 
Ordering two or more items requiring tabulation 
Writing directions to others 
Directing someone to a place or instructing him in how 
to do or to make something 
Writing a book report or review 
Learning to select elements of importance or interest 
in a book 
Learning to think critically 
Realizing there is more to a book than just the story 
II. Creative writing 
Writing about an imaginary experience 
Using conversation to make the telling more vivid 
Writing about a personal experience 
Sharing with the reader a significant experience 
Indicating the significance behind the experience 
Writing an expression of opinion 
Stating a viewpoint frankly but courteously 
Writing a brief autobiography 
Selecting the highlights of one's life 
Writing about them clearly and interestingly 
Writing a newspaper editorial or column 
Experimenting with sonnet forms and relating incidents 
in blank verse 
Writing verse and prose monologues 
L£V£L V 
GOAlS: 
Understandings: By making use, cqnsciously or subconscious-
ly, of various devices for obtaining clarity, variety, 
smpothness, and compactness, a writer achieves that in-
dividuality of expression known as "style." 
See also Levels I, II, and III. 
Skills: Maintaining skills previously acquired 
': ' ... ~· · \ .. 
Constructing sentences having :~reater clarity, variety, 
smoothness, or compactness b,y: 
Using patterned (balanced) sentences occasionally: 
As a child he was noisy and insolent; as a man he is 
quie.t and meek. · 
Using a mixture of loos~ and periodic sentences: 
Loose: He tipped his hit and departed, leaving Fae 
standing there, alone and afraid. 
Periodic: Suddenly, out of the dark night, floated an 
eerie cry. 
Using sentences of vatying length to match ideas and mood~ 
Short: to show ~xci tement, anger, haste; or to show a 
close-mouthed or lazy personality 
Medium: for ordinary ideas 
Long: for unhurried, dignified, or deep thoughts 
Using a mixture o:f simple, compound, complex, and com- · 
pound-complex sentences 
Using a mixture a£ declarative, interrogative, impera-
tive, and exclamatory sentences. 
.· 
.. Tastes , . Attitudes. and Appreciation : 
· .... •' I· 
.. 
- # 
GOALS: 
Understandings: See levels I and III. 
Skills: Maintaining skills previously acquired 
j 
Writing a paragraph developed by enumerating causes of a 
condition 
Choosing details which will most effectively illustrate the 
factors which have led to the state of affairs se·t'fo.rth:~'in 
the topic sentence 
Writing a paragraph developed by giving reasops for the 
truth of an idea 
Choosing details that will most effectively supp&rt the 
truth of an idea stated 
'•. 
Making the sentences of a paragraph flow smoothly by using 
transition words such as to begin with, from the start, a.!:. 
the outset, initially, so far, up to now, lastly, finall.y, 
in conclusion, after all, to surn up 
Tastes. Attitudes. and Appreciation \ , 
GOAlS: 
Understandings: Verbals are useful in subordinating less 
important ideas and in lending variety in sentence 
structure. 
CommUDication may be made more effective by the use of a 
variety of sentence patterns. 
See also Levels I. II, III, and IV. 
Skills: Using effectively participles, gerunds, and 
infinitives·tor sentence variety. 
Achieving variety by using basic sentence structures: 
simple sentence, simple sentence with verbal phrases, com-
plex sentence, compound sentence, compound-complex sentence 
Using the semi-colon sentence 
Placing modifying words and phrases effectively 
Using a variety of sentence patterns: regular, inverted, 
and elliptical, together with variety in sentence length 
New vocabulary essential in handling grammatical elements 
at this level: 
Verbal 
Gerund 
Infinitive 
Gerund phrase 
Infinitive phrase 
Verbals as subjects, objects, and complements 
Verbals as modifiers 
Compound-complex sentence 
Sem~-colon sentence 
Wo~ prd~; .. 
~,Position of modifiers 
Tastes. Attitudes and Appreciation 
GOAlS: 
Understanding: See Level I. 
Skills: Maintaining skills PJ'eviously acquired 
Using a comma 
Before negative additions: 
I said Jean, not Joan. 
After. introductory verbal phrases: · ··" - "~~ :· 
Running into the street as quic.kly as she could, Mary 
barely caught the little boy in time. 
After conjunctive adverbs: 
I have never seen your brother; nevertheless, I feel I ~ 
know him very well. 
Using a semi-colon before conjunctive adverbs 
Using a semi-colon between the clauses of a compound sen-
tence when the conjunction is omitted 
,Using the colon and semi-colon outside quotation marks, 
all other marks inside (usually) 
\ . 
1Tastes . Attitudes. and Appreciation 
.· 
I. Practical writing 
Writing a business letter 
Writing a tactful special request dealing with a per-
sonal or class need 
Writing a letter of complaint that is clear and 
courteous but positive in tone 
Writing a precis 
Learning to condense an extended statement into a very 
concise, accurate one 
Writing a book report or review 
Forming reasoned opinions on what is read 
Increasing understanding of what is read 
Creative writing 
Writing a personal ess~ 
Fonnulating and expressing personal opinion and 
feeling on almost any subject, important or not 
Fostering an informal style in expressing opinion 
Writing an expression of opinion 
Explaining a point of view . 
Making a distinction between a reasoned opinion 
which can be supported by evidence, and a prejudice 
which is supported by emotion 
Writing character sketches 
Showing motives of people through using illustrations, 
comparisons, contrasts 
Writing a picture of interest 
Giving the reader an impression of character as 
gathered from observation of a commonplace incident 
Writing a short story 
Creating and developing plot, setting, and characters 
Carrying the story through to an outcome 
Telling the story with tone and style 
Writing a scenario trom a story or novel 
Experimenting with free verse 
LI:VI:L VI 
GOAlS: 
Understandings: See Levels I, II, III, and V. 
Sfills: Maintaining and practicing frequently all skills 
previously acquired 
Constructing sentences having greater clarity, variety, 
smoothness, or compactness by: 
'". ' . .. \ , .. 
Using a variety of ways to begin sentences 
Using rhetorical questions occasional~: 
Where are the heroes of the past? 
Using rhythmic sentences for balanced or musical ex-
press.ion: 
If we could know where we are, and whither we are 
going, we could better judge what to do and how to do 
it. 
Tastes. Attitudes.and Appreciation 
\. 
. ' 
GOALS: 
Understandings: See Levels I and III. 
Skills: Maintaining skills previously acquired 
Writing a paragraph developed by stating the results of the 
cause set forth in the topic sentence 
Choosing facts and illustrations that will mos~ ~ffe~t~~ely 
demonstrate the results of the cause stated ·• 
Writing a paragraph developed by definitiop 
Choosing ideas that will show the perhaps difficult idea of 
the topic sentence in a variety of lights 
Tastes, Attitudes and Appreciation 
\ . 
GOAlS: 
Understapdings: See Levels I, II, III, IV, and v. 
Skills: Y.aintaining skills previously acquired 
Reinforcing the ability to write, recognize, and name the 
common structures of the English sentence: the simple 
sentence, the compound sentence, the complex sentence, and 
their combinations. 
Reinforcing the ability to create a pleasing style using 
varied sentence length and by using phrases of all types 
effectively 
Recognizing the effectiveness of varied sentence patterns 
created by placement of modifiers 
New vocabulary essential in handling grammatical elements 
at this level: 
Word order (syntax) 
Deferred subjects 
Cognate object 
Voice, active and passive 
The object with a passive verb 
Tastes. Attitudes,and Appreciation 
.· 
.. 
.. 
- # 
Understandi.n&: See Level I. 
Skills: Maintaining skills p~viously acquired 
Using a comma to separate the parts of an entr,y in a 
bibliography 
Using three periods to indicate omission of part f quoted sentence · ~ .... a. · .. , ... : ~ "\ 
Using a dash 
To mark a sentence as incomplete 
To mark parenthetic material (sparingly) 
To indicate a break in thought 
\
Using brackets to indicate editorial 
emendation or explanation 
Using parentheses to set off brief explanatory items 
Tastes. Attitudes. and Appreciation 
\ . 
... 
I ! ' I '• 
. # 
I. Practical writing 
writing a social letter 
Writing an informal letter of persuasion 
Writing a gracious letter of thanks 
Learning the accepted style for formal notes 
Writing a business letter 
Writing a letter of adjustment 
Writing a letter o! application 
Writing a letter requesting information or materials 
Writing an explanation of a proverb 
Explaining clearly, in all of its ramifications, the 
e ning of a proverb or other figurative expression 
Writing a critical evaluation 
Writing a discriminating evaluation of a motion pic-
ture, or a radio or television dramatization 
Writing a book report or review 
Developing and applying valid criteria of judgment of 
books read for pleasure 
Writing a research paper 
Learning to do research 
Learning to incorporate the results in a coherent paper; 
II. Creative writing 
Writing an expression of opinion 
Writing a composition of several paragraphs developing 
an opinion, giving reasons for it, aM trying to in-
fluence the thinking of others 
Writing a personal essay 
Gaining proficiency in the expression of personal 
thoughts and feelings · 
Writing about a personal experience 
Heightening observation of surroundings and events to 
analyze and interpret an experience 
Writing television plays 
Experimenting with satire, irony, allegory 
Experimenting with various poetic devices (rhyme scheme, 
alliteration, onomatopoeia) to achieve certain effects 
